A day at the beach. A walk in the park. A morning drive to work. No matter how bright the sun and no matter what you’re doing, make sure your eyes are properly protected.
Xperio UV™ lenses do more than protect — they also provide excellent color perception for a vibrant view of the world. They’re durable, scratch-resistant and easy to clean, so the protection never stops.

**XPERIO UV™ LENSES ARE BEST FOR:**
- Outdoor activities
- Driving

**KEY BENEFITS:**
- Impact- and scratch-resistant to protect your eyes without compromising your active lifestyle
- Fit into a wide variety of frames and are available in your prescription

**COLORS & FINISHES:**

- **SOLID**
- **GRADIENT**
- **MIRROR**

Xperio UV™ polarized prescription sun lenses provide the kind of protection your eyes deserve. Even in the brightest sunlight, protect your eyes from glare and harmful UV rays with maximum UV protection.